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Star Wars Annual 2017

2016-10

explore a galaxy far far away in the thrilling star wars annual 2017 packed with all new activities posters quizzes and trivia from the
star wars universe it s the perfect gift for fans of all ages

Match Annual 2017

2016-09-22

from the makers of the uk s best football magazine year in year out match remains the bestselling football annual and is what footy fans
everywhere put at the top of their christmas wishlist inside the annual you can build your ultimate player check out the wonderkids who ll
rip up 2017 and find out everything you need to know about messi pogba rashford aubameyang aguero di maria and higuain plus it s packed
with stars cars prem club legends euro 2016 s best moments brain busting quizzes fifa through the ages mad pics footy stars as emojis crazy
cartoons and loads more don t miss it

The Official LEGO Star Wars Annual 2017

2016-09-08

discover a galaxy of adventures with lego star wars the all new official lego star wars annual 2017 is packed full of galactic
entertainment with all action comic stories challenging puzzles and fun games and it comes with a fantastic lego star wars minifigure lego
star wars is the best selling lego theme ever

How Wars End

2022-12-27

this book addresses one of the most important issues in international relations how wars are ended the volume draws on the direct experience
of both soldiers and academics who in each case have also been advisers on fighting and ending wars unlike more theoretical works the book
draws on first hand experiences in the case studies which include the wars in iraq afghanistan sierra leone and indonesia among others the
volume is constructed around a series of themes the first theme is why wars start and how they can be understood based on the assumption
that knowing how and why wars start is fundamental to understanding how they might end the second is what sustains wars and what
makes them difficult to end again once wars start understanding what keeps them going is critical to how to end them the third focuses on the
role of external intervention in ending wars including as a belligerent partner in war as a peacemaking or peacekeeping force and as a mediator



between warring parties the fourth addresses the issue of ripeness and the right conditions for ending wars the fifth addresses the modalities
for ending wars and creating peace with the sixth theme being focused on transitions to peace and what is required to help make those
transitions successful the book will be of interest to students of military strategic and security studies peace studies and international
relations

Our Brains at War

2021

this chapter introduces people to the basics of what readers need to know about social psychology i e the study of how people s feelings
ideas and behaviours are influenced by the presence of others it also looks at the increasingly important bio neural factors such as genes
brain structure and hormonal processes that are now being examined and understood as relevant to any study of human behaviour including
group conflicts in addition it provides a brief introduction to the various methodologies that are increasingly able to measure social
behavior such as fmri electroencephalography dna analysis and hormonal testing

Culture and Order in World Politics

2020-01-09

in pre publication book had the subtitle diversity and its discontents

The Political Economy of Civil War and UN Peace Operations

2023-03-31

this book examines the operational and political challenges facing un peace operations deployed in countries where civil war and protracted
violence have given rise to the complex and distinctive political economies of conflict the volume explores the nature and impact of such
political economies informal systems of power and influence formed by the interaction of local national and region wide war economies with
the political agendas of conflict actors on the course of un peace operations it focuses in detail on the un s long running peace operations in
the democratic republic of congo south sudan afghanistan sierra leone mali and somalia the book is centrally concerned with the interaction
of un missions with the power structures and local conflict dynamics that shape individual mission settings and the challenges these pose for
mediation protection of civilians and other tasks it also offers a critical assessment of the various ways in which the un system from its
headquarters in new york to the field has confronted the policy challenges posed by political economies of conflict affected states societies
and regions it advances a pragmatic set of policy recommendations aimed at improving the un s ability to confront predatory and exploitative
war economies at the same time the volume makes it clear that political and institutional obstacles to more effective un action are certain
to remain profound and are unlikely ever to be fully overcome let alone eradicated despite making some progress since the 1990s to better



understand the political economy of civil wars the un has struggled with how to tackle informal networks of power and their consequences
for efforts to end wars the book will be of special interest to students of war and conflict studies statebuilding political economy of
conflict un interventionism and peacebuilding and ir security in general

Country Risk

2020-07-06

country risk has been a key notion for economists financiers and investors norbert gaillard defines this notion as any macroeconomic
microeconomic financial social political institutional judiciary climatic technological or sanitary risk that affects or could affect an
investor in a foreign country damages may materialize in several ways financial losses threat to the safety of the investing company s
employees clients or consumers reputational damage or loss of a market or supply source chapter 1 introduces the key concepts chapter 2
investigates how country risk has evolved and manifested since the advent of the pax britannica in 1816 it describes the international
political and economic environment and identifies the main obstacles to foreign investment chapter 3 documents the numerous forms that
country risk may take and provides illustrations of them seven broad components of country risk are scrutinized in turn international
political risks domestic political and institutional risks jurisdiction risks macroeconomic risks microeconomic risks sanitary health industrial
and environmental risks and natural and climate risks chapter 4 focuses on sovereign risk it presents the rating methodologies used by four
raters next it measures and compares their performance i e their ability to forecast sovereign defaults chapter 5 studies the risks likely to
affect exporters importers foreign creditors of corporate entities foreign shareholders and foreign direct investors it presents the rating
methodologies used by seven raters and measures their track records in terms of anticipating eight types of shocks that reflect the main
components of country risk analyzed in chapter 3 this book will be most relevant to graduate students in economics as well as professional
economists and international investors

Ukraine's Unnamed War

2022-12-31

the russian invasion of ukraine in 2022 has its roots in the events of 2013 2014 russia cynically termed the seditionist conflict in crimea
and eastern donbas a civil war in order to claim non involvement this flies in the face of evidence but the authors argue that the social
science literature on civil wars can be used help understand why no political solution was found between 2015 and 2022 the book explains
how russia after seizing crimea was reacting to events it could not control and sent troops only to areas of ukraine where it knew it would
face little resistance eastern donbas kremlin decisionmakers misunderstood the attachment of the russian speaking population to the ukrainian
state and also failed to anticipate that their intervention would transform ukraine into a more cohesively ukrainian polity drawing on
ukrainian documentary sources this concise book explains these important developments to a non specialist readership



Libya's Fragmentation

2020-02-20

after the overthrow of the qadhafi regime in 2011 libya witnessed a dramatic breakdown of centralized power countless local factions
carved up the country into a patchwork of spheres of influence almost no nationwide or even regional organizations emerged and no national
institutions survived the turbulent descent into renewed civil war only the leader of one armed coalition khalifa haftar managed to
overcome competitors and centralize authority over eastern libya but tenacious resistance from armed groups in western libya blocked
haftar s attempt to seize power in the capital tripoli rarely does political fragmentation occur as radically as in libya where it has been the
primary obstacle to the re establishment of central authority this book analyzes the forces that have shaped the country s trajectory since
2011 confounding widely held assumptions about the role of libya s tribes in the revolution wolfram lacher shows how war transformed
local communities and explains why khalifa haftar has been able to consolidate his sway over the northeast based on hundreds of interviews
with key actors in the conflict lacher advances an approach to the study of civil wars that places the transformation of social ties at the
centre of analysis

Routledge Handbook of Proxy Wars

2023-07-28

this handbook is the first volume to comprehensively examine the challenges intricacies and dynamics of proxy wars in their various facets the
volume aims to capture the significantly growing interest in the topic at a critical juncture when wars of many guises are becoming
multifaceted proxy wars most often proxy wars have wide ranging implications for international security and are therefore a critically
important subject of inquiry the handbook seeks to understand and explain proxy wars conceptually theoretically and empirically with a
focus on the numerous policy challenges and dilemmas they pose to do so it presents a multi and interdisciplinary assessment of proxy wars
focused on the causes dynamics and processes underpinning the phenomenon across time and space and a multitude of actors throughout human
history the handbook is divided into six thematic sections as follows part i approaches to the study of proxy wars part ii historical
perspectives on proxy wars part iii actors in proxy wars part iv dynamics of proxy wars part v case studies of proxy wars part vi the
future of proxy wars by bringing together many leading scholars in a synthesis of expertise this handbook provides a unique and rigorous
account of research into proxy war which so far has been largely missing from the debate this book will be of much interest to students of
strategic studies security studies foreign policy political violence and international relations

NL ARMS Netherlands Annual Review of Military Studies 2020

2020-12-03

this open access volume surveys the state of the field to examine whether a fifth wave of deterrence theory is emerging bringing together



insights from world leading experts from three continents the volume identifies the most pressing strategic challenges frames theoretical
concepts and describes new strategies the use and utility of deterrence in today s strategic environment is a topic of paramount concern to
scholars strategists and policymakers ours is a period of considerable strategic turbulence which in recent years has featured a renewed
emphasis on nuclear weapons used in defence postures across different theatres a dramatic growth in the scale of military cyber capabilities
and the frequency with which these are used and rapid technological progress including the proliferation of long range strike and unmanned
systems these military strategic developments occur in a polarized international system where cooperation between leading powers on arms
control regimes is breaking down states widely make use of hybrid conflict strategies and the number of internationalized intrastate proxy
conflicts has quintupled over the past two decades contemporary conflict actors exploit a wider gamut of coercive instruments which they
apply across a wider range of domains the prevalence of multi domain coercion across but also beyond traditional dimensions of armed
conflict raises an important question what does effective deterrence look like in the 21st century answering that question requires a re
appraisal of key theoretical concepts and dominant strategies of western and non western actors in order to assess how they hold up in
today s world air commodore professor dr frans osinga is the chair of the war studies department of the netherlands defence academy and the
special chair in war studies at the university leiden dr tim sweijs is the director of research at the hague centre for strategic studies and a
research fellow at the faculty of military sciences of the netherlands defence academy in breda

Computational Conflict Research

2019-11-09

this open access book brings together a set of original studies that use cutting edge computational methods to investigate conflict at
various geographic scales and degrees of intensity and violence methodologically this book covers a variety of computational approaches
from text mining and machine learning to agent based modelling and social network analysis empirical cases range from migration policy
framing in north america and street protests in iran to violence against civilians in congo and food riots world wide supplementary materials
in the book include a comprehensive list of the datasets on conflict and dissent as well as resources to online repositories where the
annotated code and data of individual chapters can be found and where agent based models can be re produced and altered these materials are
a valuable resource for those wishing to retrace and learn from the analyses described in this volume and adapt and apply them to their own
research interests by bringing together novel research through an international team of scholars from a range of disciplines computational
conflict research pioneers and maps this emerging field the book will appeal to students scholars and anyone interested in the prospects of
using computational social sciences to advance our understanding of conflict dynamics

Transforming US Intelligence for Irregular War

2020-04-01

when joint special operations command deployed task force 714 to iraq in 2003 it faced an adversary unlike any it had previously
encountered al qaeda in iraq aqi aqi s organization into multiple independent networks and its application of information age technologies
allowed it to wage war across a vast landscape to meet this unique threat tf 714 developed the intelligence capacity to operate inside



those networks and in the words of commander gen stanley mcchrystal usa ret claw the guts out of aqi in transforming us intelligence for
irregular war richard h shultz jr provides a broad discussion of the role of intelligence in combatting nonstate militants and revisits this
moment of innovation during the iraq war showing how the defense and intelligence communities can adapt to new and evolving foes shultz
tells the story of how tf 714 partnered with us intelligence agencies to dismantle aqi s secret networks by eliminating many of its key
leaders he also reveals how tf 714 altered its methods and practices of intelligence collection intelligence analysis and covert
paramilitary operations to suppress aqi s growing insurgency and ultimately destroy its networked infrastructure tf 714 remains an
exemplar of successful organizational learning and adaptation in the midst of modern warfare by examining its innovations shultz makes a
compelling case for intelligence leading the way in future campaigns against nonstate armed groups

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Seventeenth Annual Collection

2000-08-12

in science fiction s early days stories often looked past 1984 to the year 2000 as the far unknowable future here now on the brink of the
twenty first century the future remains as distant and as unknowable as ever and science fiction stories continue to explore it with
delightful results collected in this anthology are such imaginative gems as the wedding album by david marusek in a high tech future the line
between reality and simulation has grown thin and it s often hard to tell who s on what side everywhere by geoff ryman do the people who
live in utopian conditions ever recognize them as such hatching the phoenix by frederik pohl one of science fiction s grand masters returns with
a star crossing tale of the heechee the enigmatic vanished aliens whose discarded technology guides mankind through the future a hero of the
empire by robert silverberg showing that the past is as much a province of the imagination as the future this novelette returns to an
alternate history when the roman empire never fell to show us just how the course of history can be altered the twenty seven stories in this
collection imaginatively take us to nearby planets and distant futures into the past and into universes no larger than a grain of sand
included here are the works of masters of the form and of bright new talents supplementing the stories are the editor s insightful summation of
the year s events and a lengthy list of honorable mentions making this book a valuable resource in addition to serving as the single best place
in the universe to find stories that stir the imagination and the heart

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Eighteenth Annual Collection

2001-08-18

the twenty three stories in this collection imaginatively take us far across the universe into the very core of our being to the realm of the
gods and the moment just after now included here are the works of masters of the form and of bright new talents including stephen baxter m
shayne bell rick cook albert e cowdrey tananarive due greg egan eliot fintushel peter f hamilton earnest hogan john kessel nancy kress ursula
k le guin paul j mcauley ian mcdonald susan palwick severna park alastair reynolds lucius shepard brian stableford charles stross michael
swanwick steven utley robert charles wilson supplementing the stories is the editor s insightful summation of the year s events and lengthy
list of honorable mentions making this book a valuable resource in addition to serving as the single best place in the universe to find stories
that stir the imagination and the heart



The Year's Best Science Fiction: First Annual Collection

1984-04-15

this collection launched the popular and long running the year s best science fiction series fantastic science fiction the year s best and biggest
collection here s the cream of the crop short stories novelettes novellas by science fiction writers already famous and awarded for their
high quality work in science fiction writers like poul anderson joe haldeman tanith lee george r r martin robert silverberg james tiptree jr
vernor vinge gene wolfe plus writers who are newer to the field but just as excellent these are the stories that will vie for the hugo and
nebula awards this year and we ve got them all not ten not twenty 25 great sf tales each one is chosen by renowned sf writer and editor
gardner r dozois among them are black air by kim stanley robinson blood music and hardfought by greg bear blind shemmy by jack dann cicada
queen by bruce sterling and slow birds by ian watson

What Do We Know about Civil Wars?

2023

civil wars remain the most frequent and deadly form of organized armed conflict in the world what do we know about civil wars enlists
leading scholars to guide students through cutting edge research on civil war onset duration and outcomes as well as the recurrence and
consequences of civil wars to better understand global security

2018 CFR Annual Print Title 3, The President

2018-01-01

this book integrates research in positive psychology islamic psychology and muslim wellbeing in one volume providing a view into the
international experiential and spiritual lives of a religious group that represents over 24 of the world s population it incorporates western
psychological paradigms such as the theories of jung freud maslow and seligman with islamic ways of knowing while highlighting the
struggles and successes of minoritized muslim groups including the lgbtq community muslims with autism afghan shiite refugees and the uyghur
community in china it fills a unique position at the crossroad of multiple social science disciplines including the psychology of religion
cultural psychology and positive psychology by focusing on the ways in which spirituality struggle and social justice can lead to purpose
hope and a meaningful life the book contributes to scholarship within the second wave of positive psychology pp 2 0 that aims to illustrate
a balance between positive and negative aspects of human experience while geared towards students researchers and academic scholars of
psychology culture and religious studies particularly muslim studies this book is also useful for general audiences who are interested in
learning about the diversity of islam and muslims through a research based social science approach



Toward a Positive Psychology of Islam and Muslims

2021-07-15

technology has always played a central role in international politics it shapes the ways states fight during wartime and compete during
peacetime today rapid advancements have contributed to a widespread sense that the world is again on the precipice of a new technological
era emerging technologies have inspired much speculative commentary but academic scholarship can improve the discussion with disciplined
theory building and rigorous empirics this book aims to contribute to the debate by exploring the role of technology both military and non
military in shaping international security specifically the contributors to this edited volume aim to generate new theoretical insights into the
relationship between technology and strategic stability test them with sound empirical methods and derive their implications for the coming
technological age this book is very novel in its approach it covers a wide range of technologies both old and new rather than emphasizing a
single technology furthermore this volume looks at how new technologies might affect the broader dynamics of the international system
rather than limiting the focus to a stability the contributions to this volume walk readers through the likely effects of emerging
technologies at each phase of the conflict process the chapters begin with competition in peacetime move to deterrence and coercion and then
explore the dynamics of crises the outbreak of conflict and war escalation in an environment of emerging technologies the chapters in this
book except for the introduction and the conclusion were originally published in the journal of strategic studies

Emerging Technologies and International Stability

2021-11-28

this book conceptually examines the role of communication in global jihad from multiple perspectives the main premise is that communication is
so vital to the global jihadist movement today that jihadists will use any communicative tool tactic or approach to impact or transform
people and the public at large the author explores how and why the benefits of communication are a huge boon to jihadist operations with
jihadists communicating their ideological programs to develop a strong base for undertaking terrorist violence the use of various
information and communication systems and platforms by jihadists exemplifies the most recent progress in the relationship between terrorism
media and the new information environment for jihadist organizations like isis and al qaeda recruiting new volunteers for the caliphate who
are willing to sacrifice their lives for the cause is a top priority based on various conceptual analyses case studies and theoretical
applications this book explores the communicative tools tactics and approaches used for this recruitment including narratives propaganda
mainstream media social media new information and communication technologies the jihadisphere visual imagery media framing globalization
financing networks crime jihad nexuses group communication radicalization social movements fatwas martyrdom videos pop jihad and jihadist
nasheeds this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of communication studies political science terrorism and international
security islamic studies and cultural studies



Communication in Global Jihad

2020-11-25

the multiple locus award winning annual collection of the year s best science fiction stories in the new millennium what secrets lay beyond
the far reaches of the universe what mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self evident the world of science fiction has long been a
porthole into the realities of tomorrow blurring the line between life and art now in the year s best science fiction thirty fifth annual
collection the very best sf authors explore ideas of a new world this venerable collection brings together award winning authors and
masters of the field featuring short stories from acclaimed authors such as indrapramit das nancy kress alastair reynolds eleanor arnason
james s a corey lavie tidhar an extensive recommended reading guide and a summation of the year in science fiction this annual compilation has
become the definitive must read anthology for all science fiction fans and readers interested in breaking into the genre

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection

2018-07-03

the oxford handbook of peacebuilding statebuilding and peace formation offers an authoritative and comprehensive overview of peacebuilding
statebuilding and peace formation with contributions from over thirty distinguished and leading scholars the handbook provides a timely
engaging and critical overview of conceptual foundations political implications and tensions at the global regional and local levels it
examines the key policies practices examples and discourses underlining various segments of peacebuilding statebuilding and peace formation
both as discursive formulations and as policy practices organized around four major thematic sections the handbook offers a state of the
art synthesis of the most pressing contemporary peace and conflict issues and charts new pathways for responding to transnational
insecurities

The Oxford Handbook of Peacebuilding, Statebuilding, and Peace Formation

2021

violent conflicts today are complex and increasingly protracted involving more nonstate groups and regional and international actors it is
estimated that by 2030 the horizon set by the international community for achieving the sustainable development goals more than half of the
world s poor will be living in countries affected by high levels of violence information and communication technology population movements
and climate change are also creating shared risks that must be managed at both national and international levels pathways for peace is a
joint united nations world bank group study that originates from the conviction that the international community s attention must
urgently be refocused on prevention a scaled up system for preventive action would save between us 5 billion and us 70 billion per year
which could be reinvested in reducing poverty and improving the well being of populations the study aims to improve the way in which domestic
development processes interact with security diplomacy mediation and other efforts to prevent conflicts from becoming violent it stresses



the importance of grievances related to exclusion from access to power natural resources security and justice for example that are at the
root of many violent conflicts today based on a review of cases in which prevention has been successful the study makes recommendations
for countries facing emerging risks of violent conflict as well as for the international community development policies and programs must be
a core part of preventive efforts when risks are high or building up inclusive solutions through dialogue adapted macroeconomic policies
institutional reform and redistributive policies are required inclusion is key and preventive action needs to adopt a more people centered
approach that includes mainstreaming citizen engagement enhancing the participation of women and youth in decision making is fundamental to
sustaining peace as well as long term policies to address the aspirations of women and young people

Pathways for Peace

2018-04-13

nigeria s resource wars reflects on the diversity of conflicts over access to and allocation of resources in nigeria from the devastating
effects of crude oil exploration in the niger delta to desertification caused by climate change and illegal gold mining in zamfara to mention a
few nigeria faces new dimensions of resource related struggles the ravaging effects of these resource conflicts between crop farmers and
fulani herders in nigeria s middlebelt and states across southern nigeria call for urgent scholarly interventions with the fulani cattle
breeders onslaught altering the histories of many nigerian families through deaths loss of homes and investments and permanent physical
incapacity currently there is an almost total breakdown of interethnic relations with political commentators acknowledging that nigeria
has never been so divided as it presently is in its history the struggles have now degenerated into kidnaps armed robbery and incessant targeted
and random killings across the country compounding the already complex problem of insecurity in nigeria the chapters in this volume engage
with these issues presenting the different arguments on resource conflicts in nigeria they draw insights from similar conflicts in nigeria s
colonial post independence past and events from around the world to proffer possible solutions to resource related confrontations in
africa by offering a collection of different intellectual perspectives on resource conflicts in nigeria this volume will be an important
reference material for understanding the diversity of thought patterns that underpin the struggle and policy approaches towards resolving
conflict situations in africa this volume will be of considerable interest to scholars of africa researchers in the humanities social sciences
and conflict studies and policymakers interested in understanding the resource crisis in africa

Nigeria's Resource Wars

2021-03-02

the most violent places in the world today are not at war more people have died in mexico in recent years than in iraq and afghanistan
combined these parts of the world are instead buckling under a maelstrom of gangs organized crime political conflict corruption and state
brutality such devastating violence can feel hopeless yet some places from colombia to the republic of georgia have been able to recover in
this powerfully argued and urgent book rachel kleinfeld examines why some democracies including our own are crippled by extreme violence and
how they can regain security drawing on fifteen years of study and firsthand field research interviewing generals former guerrillas activists
politicians mobsters and law enforcement in countries around the world kleinfeld tells the stories of societies that successfully fought



seemingly ingrained violence and offers penetrating conclusions about what must be done to build governments that are able to protect the
lives of their citizens taking on existing literature and popular theories about war crime and foreign intervention a savage order is a
blistering yet inspiring investigation into what makes some countries peaceful and others war zones and a blueprint for what we can do to
help

A Savage Order

2018-11-06

how did ordinary iraqis survive the occupation of their communities by the islamic state how did they decide whether to stay or flee to
cooperate or resist based on an original survey from baghdad alongside key interviews in the field this book offers an insightful account of
how iraqis in different areas of the country responded to the rise and fall of the islamic state austin j knuppe argues that people adopt
survival repertoires a variety of social practices tools organized routines symbols and rhetorical strategies to navigate wartime violence
and detect threats he traces how repertoires varied among different communities over the course of the conflict in areas insulated from
insurgent control such as cosmopolitan baghdad local residents had the flexibility to support coalition forces while also voicing
opposition to government policies for iraqis in rural communities confronting insurgent control collaboration and resistance entailed
significant risks in sunni majority communities in the western desert passive acquiescence and active cooperation temporarily insulated iraqis
from insurgent victimization for ethnic and religious minorities in the north however flight or resistance proved the only viable options in many
communities local residents mobilized neighborhood self defense groups and militias loosely aligned with coalition forces once the tides turned
against the islamic state beyond contributing to academic and policy debates about civilian protection during wartime surviving the islamic
state foregrounds everyday people s experiences while modeling an ethical approach for conducting field research in conflict affected
communities

Surviving the Islamic State

2024-07-02

introducing comparative politics the essentials is focused on core concepts and the big picture questions in comparative politics who rules
what explains political behavior where and why stephen orvis and carol ann drogus demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of commonly
debated theories structures and beliefs and push students to apply their understanding while detailed case studies can go in depth on specific
countries and political systems this book distills its country material into the narrative increasing global awareness current event
literacy and critical thinking skills adapted from the authors introducing comparative politics fifth edition the essentials version offers the
same framework for understanding comparative politics in a briefer format allowing you to teach the course the way you want to teach it



Annual Report (or Report) of the Secretary of War

1908

this book gives a general overview on current research focusing on geoenvironmental issues and challenges in hydrogeosciences in the middle
east and mediterranean region and surrounding areas the book is based on the accepted papers for oral poster presentations at the 3rd
springer conference of the arabian journal of geosciences cajg 3 studies discuss the latest advances in geoenvironmental and hydrogeosciences
from diverse backgrounds including climate change geoecology biogeochemistry water resources management and environmental monitoring and
assessment it shares insights on how the understanding of ecological climatological oceanic and hydrological processes is the key for
improving practices in environment management it is of interest to scientists engineers practitioners and policymakers in the field of
environmental sciences including climatology oceanography ecology biogeochemistry environmental management hydrology hydrogeology and
geosciences in general in particular this book is of great value to students and environment related professionals for further investigations
on the state of earth systems

Annual Report of the Secretary of War

1908

critical and connected brings together diverse political perspectives from the world s leading experts giving students the tools to critically
evaluate america s ever changing role in international politics and to connect theory to real events

Introducing Comparative Politics

2019-12-30

the usa and china the world s largest economic powers have been engaging in trade war since january 2018 the impact of this trade war is
felt not only by us and china but also by other economies who have economic ties with them this book provides insights into damages caused
by this trade war the first section of the book looks at the impact of the trade war on the global economy it goes deeper to examine the
trade war impact on the south asian region it is well known that any imposition of new tariffs or an increase in existing tariffs would make
imports more costly and render the exported goods less competitive yet the book posits that the trade war has provided a window of
opportunity to other countries not caught in it the south asian region with countries like bangladesh india and sri lanka has actually reaped
benefits from the widening trade dispute between the world s two biggest economies this book will be a useful reference to help policymakers
to undertake informed decisions and initiate programs to minimise the trade war impact



Selected Studies in Environmental Geosciences and Hydrogeosciences

2024-01-31

this book challenges the traditional approach to international law by concentrating on international hthis book challenges the traditional
approach to international law by concentrating on international humanitarian law and placing the focus beyond states it reflects on
current legal policy and practical issues that concern non state actors in and around situations of armed conflict with the emergence of the
nation state international law was almost entirely focused on inter state relations thus excluding for the most part non state entities in
the modern era such a focus needs to be adjusted in order to encompass the various types of functions and interactions that those entities
perform throughout numerous international decision making processes the contributions that comprise this volume are oriented towards a
broad readership audience in the academic and professional fields related to international humanitarian law international criminal law
international human rights law and general public international law ezequiel heffes llm is a thematic legal adviser in the policy and legal unit
at geneva call in geneva switzerland marcos d kotlik llm is academic coordinator at the observatory of international humanitarian law of
the university of buenos aires school of law and was a judicial fellow at the international court of justice between 2018 2019 and manuel
j ventura llm hons is an associate legal officer in the office of the prosecutor at the international residual mechanism for criminal tribunals
an adjunct fellow at the school of law at western sydney university and a director of the peace and justice initiative

US Foreign Policy

2018

in the rome statute as evidence of customary international law yudan tan offers a detailed analysis of topical issues concerning the rome
statute of the international criminal court as evidence of customary international law

The China-US Trade War and South Asian Economies

2021-03-07

choice outstanding academic title 2022 a cultural history of how white men exploited the image of the vietnam veteran to roll back civil
rights and restake their claim on the nation if war among the whites brought peace and liberty to the blacks frederick douglass asked in 1875
peering into the nation s future what will peace among the whites bring the answer then and now after civil war and civil rights a white
reunion disguised as a veterans reunion how white men won the culture wars shows how a broad contingent of white men conservative and
liberal hawk and dove vet and nonvet transformed the vietnam war into a staging ground for a post civil rights white racial reconciliation
conservatives could celebrate white vets as raceless embodiments of the nation liberals could treat them as minoritized heroes whose voices
must be heard erasing americans of color southeast asians and women from the war white men with stories of vets on their mind could agree
after civil rights and feminism that they had suffered and deserved more from the pow mia and veterans mental health movements to rambo and



born in the u s a they remade their racial identities for an age of color blindness and multiculturalism in the image of the vietnam vet no one
wins in a culture war except joseph darda argues white men dressed in army green

International Humanitarian Law and Non-State Actors

2019-11-28

the annual review of comparative and international education 2021 part b begins with several chapters exploring conceptual and
methodological developments in comparative and international education followed by studies exploring research to practice and new
developments in comparative and international education

The Rome Statute as Evidence of Customary International Law

2021-08-09

us vs china from trade war to reciprocal deal gives readers an up close account on the rough and tumble trade talks between the us and
china the book provides a neutral and balanced perspective in addressing the historical political and cultural backgrounds that had made us
china trade wars inevitable but also explores how the two richest and most powerful countries and long time rivals may eventually reach a
consensus to support a bilateral trade agreement for the ages

Proceedings of the ... Annual Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States (summary of Minutes).

2014

How White Men Won the Culture Wars

2021-05-25

Annual Review of Comparative and International Education 2021

2022-07-19



Us Vs China: From Trade War To Reciprocal Deal

2019-09-10
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